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I was eight years old when one of
my angry schoolmates called me
a “monkey.”
I didn’t understand the insult
then; as a child, I assumed it was
my prowess on the monkey bars
that earned me the unflattering
moniker.
As I grew older, however, I was
the subject of more disturbingly
racial remarks, even from people
I considered my friends.
My White counterparts called my
hair “sheep-like,” mused about
the flatness of my nose, and
called me “beautiful for a Black
girl.”
After public school, I attended an
Ivy League university, where I was
often the only person of color in
many of my classes. I never quite
got used to the feeling of being a
little brown island in a sea of
folks who didn’t look like me.
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When I became a teacher, I listened to my

This August, Sims Nation Magazine

own African-American students refuse to

celebrates the experiences of Black people,

use the color brown when drawing

especially within the school setting.

themselves, deride each other for being
“too Black,” and measure “good” and “bad”

By celebrating Black hair, Black style, Black

hair by judging the levels of coils and kinks

fashion, and Black accomplishments, we

on a given head.

push against the many microaggressions
and internalized hatred that people of color

Straighter hair, to them, is “good hair.”

face every day. We teach ourselves and one

Shorter, coarser hair is deemed “bad hair.”

another the unabashed truth: that Black is

They often refuse to believe our ancestors

beautiful now and forever.

all came from Africa, often turning up their
little noses at the thought.

Our readers can support people of color by
dropping in on their streams, listening to

While school can prove difficult for many,

their stories, and learning more about their

people of color often have a uniquely tricky

unique experiences.

academic experience as early as grammar
school. No two experiences are alike, of

Enjoy words from such Black Simming

course, and the Black and Brown story is

juggernauts as Yeeenfinnadothat,

not all oppression and tragedy by any

KandidlyKayla, XxBlackSims, and

means, but the policing of textured hair,

SheaButtyr; marvel at custom content

the seemingly endless barrage of

creations for any fashionable person of

microaggressions, and the minimizing of

color, and admire the glorious coils, kinks,

Black and Brown history can be difficult for

and curls that is Black hair.

people of color to navigate.
Black and Brown children quickly learn how
to carve out their own spaces in school; we

Welcome “Black to School.”

must dig into our own history and unlearn
the patterns of self-hate so many of us
inherit.
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3 THINGS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED IN

DISCOVER UNIVERSITY
W R I T T E N

B Y

J A C E C H U

Discover University was the 8th expansion pack for The Sims 4 and was released in November of 2019. With
Cottage Living being the 11th expansion pack and having been released July 2021, it’s safe to say that
Discover University is not new. However, does not mean there new things to find out in said expansion pack.
As the title suggests, all about going to university. The selling point for this expansion pack is the ability to
earn degrees boost careers already in game, as well as the careers that come with the pack - education, law,
and engineering. However, the pack also features ways you can boost your Sim’s career that aren’t
necessarily tied to a specific degree, and one of them doesn’t even require your Sim to attend university at all.
All three options also provide interesting storytelling opportunities.
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MIXOLOGY CERTIFICATE
There is an option to sit in on skill classes at the
university, and if you attend 11 skill classes, your
Sim earns a bartending certificate that will give you
a boost in the mixology branch of the culinary
career. The easiest method is to use your Sim’s
phone and click “sit in on skill class" , but you may
also actually go to the university of your choice and
click a building.

Playtesting has confirmed that your Sim does not
need to be enrolled in university to either sit in on
skill classes themselves, or earn this certificate.
You can choose which university you go to that way,
or even go to both. This can be used to assist with
storytelling, as though your sim is trying to decide
which university they want to enroll in!

Playtesting has also confirmed that none of the 11
skill classes your Sim sits in on to be mixology to
earn the certificate, nor does your sim need any
mixology skill whatsoever to earn it, either.
A third bit of information playtesting has confirmed
the skill classes do not have to be unique to earn
this certificate. You can attend the same skill class
11 times if you want, or focus on a few skills.

While the fact that you do not need to have the
mixology skill nor actually sit in on a mixology skill
class as one of your 11 classes to earn this mixology
certificate may feel a little odd to some, this
phenomenon can be used to both a storytelling and
functional gameplay advantage.
For example, if you had your teenage Sim work hard
on mixology because you knew you wanted them to
be one once they aged up, there is no need to
waste many or even any of your 11 skill classes on
Mixology to get them that certificate.
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You may have your Sim learn another skill you think
is fitting for them instead. If you are telling a story,
either in your head or for an audience, you could
suggest that this particular feature is an official
program offered by the school and requires
electives.

Such a thing would both enhance storytelling and
functionality of the game - your Sim earns skills
you want them to learn, and you have a nice avenue
for storytelling.

If you choose to use this feature, it does make
sense for your Sim to come out of it with at least
some mixology skill one way or another.

If your Sim is going to university for the culinary arts
degree, grabbing this certificate along the way is
also a neat bit of storytelling - or any degree,
really. Perhaps your Sim is an artist that likes to
make drinks and scored this certification while
studying arts!

Assuming that you are playing the game without
static needs or a mod that lets you quickly change
the time it will take a few days to attend 11 skill
classes as they are long and are only offered
between 9 AM and 9 PM. 250 Simoleons per class,
attending 11 will cost your Sim a total of 2750
Simoleons.

While it does cost time and money, considerably
less than a degree and awards you similar
privileges, your Sim does not have to enroll to do it.
You also get a neat wall décor item for your
troubles.
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ESPORTS
Discover University came with two extracurricular
activities, esports and soccer. They are similar in
function as both offer a career boost if you max out
the activity, up is esports, which is going to give
your Sim a boost in the gaming branch of the tech
guru career. Unlike the mixology certificate which
only requires your to attend skill classes (which can
be attended by any Sim regardless if they’re
enrolled), your Sim MUST enroll in university. Your
sim does not have to pick a specific degree to join
esports. While joining esports while going for a
computer science degree makes a lot of sense
storytelling and functional gameplay, you can go
for any degree you like. To join, you have two
options. se the “Find a Job” or go to the university
itself find the stadium, and click “Join a Sports
Team”

Once you have joined, the interface will give you
tasks to complete, much like any other after school
activity or job. The tasks for this particular activity
are mostly to play video games at a specific time or
with a specific interaction that you only get when in
this activity. In other words, joining this activity will
get your Sim working on their video gaming skill.

Level 4 is the highest you can be promoted. Once
you reach level 4, you can now join the esports
branch of the tech guru career. Your Sim will also
get this neat unlockable chair at level 4 in addition
to getting the job boost.
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SOCCER
The soccer after school activity works exactly the
same way as the esports one does. Your sim can
join it the same way (by the phone or going to your
specific university’s stadium) and it has the same
freedom as esports, meaning your sim does not
need any specific degree to join it. It also goes up
to the same level as esports (level 4).

Activities for soccer include making friends with
teammates and practicing with the soccer ball.
Your Sim will need to attend the soccer matches as
well. Soccer goes well with the biology degree, but
again, it does not matter what degree your sim
goes for join the soccer team. The idea of a Sim
really wanting to make it big in sports but also
choosing to get a degree like biology, physics, or
economics just in case sports either doesn’t go as
well as they want or they get injured is a particularly
appealing one. Perhaps your outgoing journalist
Sim just likes soccer, or your chef Sim is mindful of
their fitness because they are always around
delicious food. The possibilities are vast.

If your Sim makes it to level 4 of the team, they have
the option of joining the athletics career at a high
rank.

In conclusion, Discover University offers more ways
than just degrees to boost your Sim’s career
options. It even offers a way to boost a career
without even going to university.
The hidden mixology certificate and the way the two
after school activities boost your career
opportunities is realistic, allows you to deepen any
story telling you might want to do, and gives you
the ability to make your unique with their own list of
achievements.
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UNIQUELY YOU
A MOMENT WITH YEEENSIMS
INTERVIEW BY ALAERYN EMLU'RATHIAN

It would be difficult to mistake one of Yeeen’s
streams for any other. His warm, clear voice
engages new viewers with an effortless ease;
his unique streaming interface includes a
glowing green frame of dripping ooze while live
chat commentary speeds across the top of the
screen.Entering one of his streams is not unlike
sitting down for a comfortable lunch with a
close, longtime friend: it is an immaculate
experience of ribald jokes, courageous sharing,
and razor sharp one-liners. Viewers can expect
to scream with laughter and to build
unbreakable bonds with not only Yeeen himself
but also the other members of the chat.
Meanwhile, Yeeen’s flamboyant Sims appear to
tell stories all on their own, responding to
interpersonal conflict with violent abandon,
donning the most decadent fresh fashions, and
twerking with the heart-stopping soul of their
non-pixelated counterparts. During one of
these legendary streams, Yeeen’s lively Sim
Necky shot her abusive husband before slipping
on a white fur coat, smoking a thin cigarette,
and then coloring her lips with a deep rose red
lipstick while a dramatic symphony swelled
behind her. The moment, unplanned, felt
strangely iconic, but this brand of gripping
storytelling is a common occurrence under
Yeeen’s fine arts tutelage.
Known for his intricate Sim storytelling,
YeeenSims - bold, infectious, and sidesplittingly funny - burst onto the Sim streaming
scene just a few years ago, but he quickly
became a Sim streaming staple through his
unflagging work ethic and irresistible humor.
Sims Nation Magazine caught up with Yeeen in
an eye-opening interview about his experience
as a streamer of color and his hard won
content-creating success.
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ALAERYN: Yeeen! Thank you so much for
agreeing to an interview! Sims Nation is a
big fan of all your social media
shenanigans. How’s life treating you?

YEEEN: Aww thank you! I appreciate that.
I’m always up to something lol! Life is life!
It’s 2021, so it's very interesting based on
the state of the world, but I’m making the
best of it.

[AndrewArcade’s streams] taught me about
Twitch around 2010-2011 (give or take a
few years). I remember being in college and
being addicted to wanting to know when
[Andrew] was going to be live, literally
timing my college work, dinner, and
everything around watching him on Twitch.
I talk about this all the time on stream.
Fun fact: In his Sims 3 Thornberry legacy,
he had a thing where we could name a Sim.

ALAERYN: Let’s dig in with some basics!
You’re from the Midwest and eventually
attended University at New York
University. How does your upbringing
inform your gaming experience?

YEEEN: Never even thought about this until
right now. Honestly, I think growing up in
Cincinnati, Ohio gave me a very broad take
on diversity. Growing up in a middle/upper
class neighborhood [that was] also right
around the corner from “the hood” gave me
the opportunity to see it all. The ghetto,
gays, trans people, Karens, fun times, and
a whole bunch of different vibrations really
came together to shape my gaming
experience, but like you mentioned I am an
NYU alumni and my current playstyle

I would never tell him this, but my little old
account won once and I named his Sim
Beyonce. She became an icon! But the
immediate thing that made me become a
content creator happened in summer 2019.
MuchloveFromNina (Twitch), who covers
celebrity news, show reviews, etc started to
play The Sims randomly on her YouTube
channel (MuchLoveFromKY) and just like I
was with Andrew’s streams, I was addicted
to watching her storytelling. I would help
her out with mod issues and gaming
problems just as a fan, and one day I was
just inspired to say, “you know what, I’m so
tired of watching everyone make content. I
think I can do this.”
Literally the next day I went to Best Buy and

(storytelling) comes from my Fine

purchased everything to start creating

Arts/Acting background.

YouTube videos. Man, I was so nervous, but

ALAERYN: What led you to gaming more
professionally?

Nina really helped me and pushed me to do
it. I started creating Let’s Play parts and
going live on YouTube, but I thought both
of them together made my YouTube channel

YEEEN: I’ve always been a huge fan of
YouTube since maybe 2006. I could not get
over the amazing stories from OG simmers
like Jenn2602, Ipodzeke, TheQuxxn (RIP to
her), AndrewArcade, and a few others.

Andrew years prior.

with Nina, and I’ve also been able to

Simmers upload and tell stories that
honestly kept me motivated to even play
The Sims over the years.
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Since then, I’ve become really good friends

For years I would sit and watch these
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ALAERYN: You’re recently engaged too!

A lot of times I felt I was not Black enough

How does the nearly-married life feel?

or not Spanish enough. I remember feeling

How do you balance your relationship

self-conscious about telling people I was

needs with everything you manage to do

mixed because people would say I was

on social media and beyond?

denouncing my “Blackness,” but no, I’m
just acknowledging both. It took me a while

YEEEN: Aww yes! 2/14/20 was the date. Man

to become 100% comfortable with that.

look, I would be sitting here lying if I said it
wasn’t tough. Having a full-time IRL career,

Other than that I can’t even lie, [the way I

a fiancé, friends online you try to support,

am on] Twitch is the same way I was in

friends IRL, and a YouTube all while trying

school. [I was the] comic relief, the shady

to maintain a growing audience on Twitch

one, and the silly one. I’ve always led with

can really take a toll on you. Sometimes

humor before anything else and being the

some things must take a backseat but one

oldest of three, I really wanted to find my

that really never did was my fiancé. No

place in the scholastic setting quickly to

matter what I’ve always put him and us first

set an example for them.

which was not hard because he lets me
focus on what I need to focus on. I’m

I have the same best friend from first grade

honestly not sure that if he had a different

named Bob and we still talk every single

stance or level of support that I would have

day about silly stuff. Having a best friend

been able to focus on growing on Twitch.

that I was so close to so early might have

But he is literally my biggest cheerleader

played a part in why it was so easy for me

and vice versa.

to find my place. Some people will never
know or believe that I played football in 6th

ALAERYN: Sims Nation is focusing closely

grade-- never again! I got along with the

on the Black experience in school for the

guys, the girls, the white kids, the older

August and September months. Some of

kids -- everyone but my teachers! But I got

our readers may not realize that school

my work done. I think my younger brother

can sometimes prove difficult for people

had a harder time than me because he

of color. Our hair is sometimes policed by

wanted to be cool, which he was, but it just

administration, Black boys are often

made it that much harder for him. Now that

underestimated and over diagnosed with

I think about it, as he got older, I think he

learning disabilities, and some people of

made me a little cooler because he is way

color struggle to find their unique place

more of a big deal than I am. I’m extremely

in a scholastic setting that mistrusts

low key and try to keep my friend circle

them. That being said, some people of

small if I can. He is the complete opposite.

color find their “tribe” in school, learning
to embrace their heritage in new,
revolutionary ways. What was your
experience in school?

...be yourself. Everyone

YEEEN: That is a good question. Being half-

else is taken. I can’t

Black and half-Puerto Rican might have
been the only thing I struggled with.
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ALAERYN: You have a degree in both

stolen, but I honestly think that my overall

chemistry and the fine arts! Amazing!

experience has been positive on Twitch. I’m

What led you to choose these two courses

honored to have my corner on Twitch, and I

of study?

love my community so much, it didn’t
happen overnight. I would never want to

YEEEN: Well, I’ve always been a fan of real

have to say someone else built my channel

life, and I’ve always considered science

or be someone’s Robin to their Batman.

real real, [something] that we can’t change

No shade.

no matter what we do. And I remember
falling in love with chemistry and math at
an early age, but I certainly didn’t want to
be a numerical analysis major -it’s not as cool. So, I just decided to focus
on chemistry, which I still love to this day.
As far as my Fine Arts degree, anyone who
knows me knows that I loooove film;
everything about film just gets me excited.
When I was ten or so, my father had me
watch a movie with him named Boys Don’t
Cry, and I remember really paying attention
to the acting for some reason. I told my dad
“she is going to win a Grammy.” Haha!
Listen, at the time I didn’t know Grammys
were for music, so he had me watch the
Oscars. Hilary Swank actually won her first
Oscar from that movie. Ever since then I
have watched film festivals and criticallyacclaimed movies year after year. I also
became a member of SAG AFTRA while I was
in school. So with all of my love for acting,
tv, movies, and storytelling, it was a no
brainer for me to minor in FineArts/Acting.
ALAERYN: You’ve had an amazing few
years; you’ve quickly become a Twitch
staple, particularly in the Black Sims
community. How has this been for you?

YEEEN: It’s had its ups and downs honestly.
I’ve learned a lot in these two short years,
even about myself and my level of
endurance. I’ve cried on stream, had
disagreements, and had content concepts
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ALAERYN: The Sims community knows you
as the hilarious mind behind “Bad Sims
Club.” Can you describe this project to
us? What inspired you to start this style of
gameplay? Is there any relation to the
infamous Bad Girls Club on Oxygen?

YEEEN: Only the name is inspired by Bad
Girls Club. The concept is totally different
because we kill. Honestly, the summer
before I started streaming was the first
time I even put Sacrificial’s Extreme
Violence mod in my game.
I was like, “Wait, I can kill a Sim I have beef
with?? HOLD ON!!” And that was a part of
storytelling that I did not see in peoples’
content back in 2019, so I just decided to
run with it. [I came up] with a Bad Girls type
of household, but they killed each other so
quickly that it could not even be compared
to Oxygen like I intended.
I think my very first BSC had Cardi B and
Chris Brown in it; it’s on YouTube
somewhere. And every time we do a Bad
Sims Club live on stream now we always
pick a theme… it can be anything from
crackheads, to grannies to superheroes, to
the royal family! It’s a good time.

ALAERYN: The road to becoming a Twitch
partner can be difficult and stressful, but
you made it! What advice do you have for
other streamers who may be “partner
pushing?”

YEEEN: Whew, this is touchy for me. Just
have fun. When you think about numbers,
[you can burn out so quickly] and you can
begin to not have fun! I tell my viewers and
my friends this same advice. Have fun.
I had so much fun on Twitch months before
I even thought about partner ANYTHING.
I call it my “ghetto Twitch days.”
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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We used to (I don’t recommend) watch
movies, 90 Day Fiancé, and just do
whatever on Twitch, but it was pure fun
without worrying about numbers. [Yet] the
numbers were growing naturally! It was not
until summer 2020 where I saw fellow
Simmers that were just as cool as me if not
cooler making Partner like Risshella,
NowInTechniColor, NinisPlanet, and
SpringSims all within the same timeframe
and I was like, “maybe I can do this!” I was
already at a decent viewer average, but it
wasn’t my main focus. So I kind of cleaned
up my channel and right after that, within
30 days, we unlocked the Partner
application on August 4th 2020. Man, when
I tell you that was a rough two months! I
don’t think I’ve ever experienced that much
stress and pressure at once, and on top of
that, I was also a part of a charity for the
month of September. I remember feeling
irritable, frustrated. Things that never
bothered me before were really taking a toll
on me. I was denied at the end of
September after all of that work and I
remember being so hurt, defeated and
embarrassed. I didn’t even want to tell my
community it happened, but I did, and man
that stream was hard. It took me five
months to find it in me to re-apply, but by
then I had made sure that my community
was solid and ready, so it was less
stressful. My advice is this, if you are
currently partner-pushing or going to
soon, please know and understand that
everything you are feeling is normal - the
fear, the doubt, the stress - it’s all normal!
Just push on, and don’t let it break you. I
honestly wish I had someone tell me that I
wasn’t the only one who felt like that. So
many people make it look so effortless.
Trust your community and don’t be scared
to ask them to share your stream; it’s a
community effort! Oh, and make a schedule,
even if it changes weekly.
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ALAERYN: Can you talk a little about how
to carve out your own unique space in the
gaming community as a person of color?

YEEEN: Sure absolutely, be yourself.
Everyone else is taken. I can’t stress that
enough. When I first started streaming on
Twitch I didn’t follow anyone besides
ItsMeTroi, Pokemon, and AndrewArcade for
like five months and that really
subconsciously allowed me to carve my own
lane because I was just focused on my own
craft. After a while I started meeting so
many cool people, and I started following,
but I keep that list very low so that I can
genuinely support their channels and not
just stop by to say hi and bye. This was a
huge boost for me because I was making so
many new friends who made content while
also having my own amazing content for
them and/or their community to watch when
they aren’t live. The biggest suggestion is
to just be GENUINE; people can feel when
you aren’t. I think every streamer can feel
fake support and that could possibly make
or break your image on Twitch.

Alaeryn: Your streaming personality is
hilarious and high-energy. Viewers watch
your Sims violently smother one another
with grilled cheese sandwiches, engage in
dramatic storylines filled with murder and
betrayal, and twerk with wild abandon in
and out of CAS. What is the nuttiest thing
that ever happened to you while streaming?

Yeeen: OMG I will never ever forget this.
We had just started a new save, and I had
enabled Life’s Tragedies by Sacrificial.
We were just minding our own business and
then some Sims way down the street just
started kissing. This was completely
normal, but then the guy went over and
kissed another Sim and then went back and
[CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE]
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slapped the first Sim and then kept
repeating this over and over; we were not
controlling these Sims. It was sooo
hilarious! People were thinking he was a
pimp or something. There is a clip of them
in my Twitch clips.
ALAERYN: Who are some of your most
colorful and interesting Sims? Tell us
more about the infamous Necky.

YEEEN: Ok let's just do the top the sims
that I love. In no order, there is Mama
Shirley- people live for her! She is the big
chinned, square-faced auntie that you
never had. She smokes, fights, has had four
or five baby’s fathers, has killed one of her
sisters, and she is also an armed robber
when the bills are due.
Then we have Lloyd from my “Wesley
Mullins” YouTube series. He is a HOT mess!
He cheated on his wife multiple times; she
forgave him over and over. He is also on
drugs and has overdosed before. The wife
begged Grim to bring him back and he still
cheats on her. I think that’s why people
hate him so much! He also has a rocky
history with his first-born son Cruz, who is
now an adult; it's pretty deep.
Now - Necky, Necky, Necky! It's funny
because Necky was only supposed to be a
Bad Sims Club: Crackheads contestant and
people instantly fell in love with her.
So we created this lore of her always
wanting to be on BSC and then becoming
famous in the Sims world. I think people
love Necky because she is laid back, shady,
and her fashions are always on point and
her hair laid. She is just an overall funny
Sim. I've had brand new followers fall in
love with her as soon as they see her!
Fun Fact: she just gave birth to a son
named Beckee, haha!
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ALAERYN: On that note, how do you name

I love drama in my Sims so any mods from

your Sims?

KiaraSims, MuvaSimmer, and KawaiiStacie.
[Kawaii] makes Slice of Life and my favorite

YEEEN: My Sims’ names come from all over;

Reality Show mod!! Lumpinou makes some

sometimes my own community names them.

amazing mods that I use for the romance

But sometimes I’ll just be sitting in bed and

side of my storytelling. I have so many

thinking about funny names, like I'm

mods that I have and use. I don’t even use

working on a skinny diva Sim named Debbie

overlays. Most of my presets are from the

Lovelle. I just think of names that may

lovely Hi-Land; they make amazing curvy

become iconic if the Sim becomes [an

presets for men and women.

important part of the story.]

KingBlackCinema, Zookisimmer and
Necrodog also all make nice presets that

ALAERYN: You’re well-known for your

I use.

ability to flawlessly recreate celebrity
Sims. What is your advice to people who

As far as clothes and hair, I get everything

want to get better at replicating their

that I use from Tumblr so it's all over the

favorite real-life person in CAS?

place. I'm more of a Maxis Match CC user,
but I really really love EbonixSims’s alpha

YEEEN: People don’t know that sometimes it

content [that she] continues to put out.

takes me months and months to be ok with
even showing a celebrity Sim on stream. A

Other creators that I really love are

lot of times I just give up. It's hard to do.

aharris00britney, Sheabuttyr, dallasgirl,

My advice is just to take your time and

Darte77, Xmiramira, and I'm really loving

really focus on small details. [Try to] get

Xurbansimsx’s (Jenn2602) make-up.

them to look like the [celebrity] without any

I have 18,000 files of CC! But honestly my

hair. That’s the biggest thing; once you get

favorite game-changing mod that I really

the face down, you can always find or

love in my game is Granny's Cookbook by

download a hair. For me, I don’t use skin

littlbowbub. Back when this mod first came

overlays or skin details - nothing that just

out in 2019, I did a review just because I

slaps a celebrity face on a Sim. It’s not my

loved the concept; [I had no idea how it

thing. I want the Sim to look like the

would] continue to expand and blow up like

celebrity even if you don’t have my custom

it has. I think what’s so exciting for me is

content when you download them.

that you never know what they are going to
come up with next! I have been a patreon of

ALAERYN: You are well-versed in mods

theirs since they created a page.

and custom content. What are your musthave mods? Presets? Overlays? Clothes
and hair? Who is your go-to custom
content creator?

YEEEN: My must have MODS are UI Testing
Cheats and everything from Sacrificial - my
game is bald-headed without his mods.
MC Command Center of course.
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ALAERYN: Do you have anything else you’d
like our readers to know? Any words of
wisdom for anyone hoping to follow in
your footsteps?

YEEEN: If you want to do anything whether YouTube, Twitch, or custom
content creation, just make sure you focus
on being you. Don’t give up; be unique.
Be genuine. Sometimes it hurts to not see
yourself not doing as well as you think you
should be, but we all have our day.
Keep going.
And lastly, nobody does anything without
help. People opened doors for me and
worked hard to open doors for people after
me; it doesn’t make you any less of a
creator to walk through them.
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SAVVY, SWEET, AND
MOISTURIZED

A MOMENT WITH
SHEABUTTYR
INTERVIEW BY ALAERYN EMLU'RATHIAN

Shea’s work is no less than pristine. Always
framed in cheerful yellow, Shea’s custom
content brims with braids, lovely locs, and tons
of other textured hairstyles that have set the
Twitter world on fire.

An enormously prolific creator, Shea churns out
new Maxis match styles every month.
Her hairs come complete with laid edges, and
her dreads look beautifully loose and natural.

Sims Nation Magazine caught up with this
custom content superstar to pick her brain
about her process. Peep what she has to say in
this exclusive interview and scoop up her
incredible work using the included live links.
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ALAERYN: Where are you from? Does your hometown
inform the kinds of hairs you create?

SHEA: I am from Washington D.C! Yes, my culture and
area has greatly impacted my content.

ALAERYN: Your work has been the talk of the town
since you burst back onto the Twitter scene in
February of 2021. What inspired you to start creating
custom content and share it online?

SHEA: I started creating content full time in 2018 and I
[realized] that when I made content that there was a
desperate need for black hair, especially maxis match.

ALAERYN: Shea, it is so exciting to speak to you today!
Thank you for agreeing to speak with Sims Nation

ALAERYN: How did you get into custom content
creation?

Magazine! How are you doing? How’s life?

SHEA: What inspired me to create really was the fact that
SHEA: Hi, love! I’m doing quite well! Life is treating me

I wanted to see myself better represented in the game
that I love so much.

well.

ALAERYN: You’re fairly new to the Sims Twitter scene,
but you’ve already made quite a name for yourself
with your incredible, meticulous textured hair custom
content. How does it feel to know so many people are

ALAERYN: How do you manage to create the unique
coils and curls of people of color in the Sims? What is
your process? How do you know when you’re
“finished?”

enjoying your work?

SHEA: The way I manage to create curls for people of
SHEA: I’m actually not new to the Sims Twitter scene!
I was previously known as savvysweet. After an incident
last year that led me to deleting all things related to my
old brand, I decided to start fresh under a new name

color and my favorite creations is definitely finding the
right texture and the right coil and curl that fits [the
style.] My favorite hair at the moment would be the Bella
braids from the braid collection that I recently released.

and brand!
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AVAILABLE NOW ON PATREON!
FREE TO THE PUBLIC ON AUGUST 27TH
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ALAERYN: Who are some of your favorite custom
content creators? Anyone you really look up to?

SHEA: I have a plethora of favorite custom content
creators, but here are some of the ones who inspired me
to create black custom content for Sims: Ebonixsims,
Xmiramira, Shespeakssimlish, Leeleesims, Qwertysims,
and Crypticsim.

ALAERYN: You’ve recently created a new set of Sims
for the Cottage Living pack! How are you enjoying it?

SHEA: Yes I am enjoying the new pack very much.

ALAERYN: What’s next for you?

SHEA: I plan to revamp my old hairs from my old
moniker!

ALAERYN: Is there anything else you’d like our readers
to know?

SHEA: I want readers to know [...] that there are no limits
to creativity. There are endless possibilities [for finding]
an audience and [doing] the things you love even
through a video game like the Sims.
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MY VIBE
MACHINIMA HIGHLIGHT
Jen, of SLFJ productions, is one hell of a machinima maker.

Jen pores for hours over her intricate scripts, attractive characters, club-worthy music, and
vibrant sets. She shoots her films with a discerning eye; each frame is visually rich and
darkly sumptuous, filled with hard-bodied characters and their equally smoldering desires.

This month, we shine a light on Jen’s celebration masterpiece “My Vibe,” which includes
stunning characters of color as they navigate the often intractable maze that is love and lust.

Jen provides a summary of her work below in her own words.
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MY VIBE
Friends Zuri, Andrea, and Sierra decided to have a fun
girl's night out at the club. Single, but not really looking
to mingle, Zuri quickly takes notice that she's caught
Isaiah's smoldering eye. When Andrea suggests she
tease him, Zuri decides to take it up a notch, and
things quickly turn steamy amidst the fog and lasers.
With the attraction being heavily mutual, Zuri finds it
harder and harder to resist her admirer, especially
when they find a more private space. Hands
wandering, Zuri and Isaiah forget for a moment that
they're in public, letting the moment take over and the
temperature rise. However, Zuri is a strong and
confident woman who knows exactly what she wants.
And she knows how to get it.

THE INSPIRATION
When creating Subscriber Thank You specials, I always
try to present something I haven't before, while also
pushing myself in editing. I'm a sucker for love stories
and people giving in to their attractions no matter
what. However, I wanted to see what I could do with
two heavily attracted characters (in-game and story)
stopping just shy of taking it to the next level. The
progression of the eye-rolling "you think I want you?"
teasing, to the breathless kissing and wandering
hands on Zuri's part, surprises her. I wanted her
parting lines to be poignant, sassy, and the ultimate
tease. The look on Isaiah's face confirms that Zuri
succeeded.
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CHARACTERS
ZURI

Strictly professional by day, Zuri loves to dress to kill
for a night out, showing off her clothing line.

Owning her own business, she often doesn't have a lot
of time for dating, or love, or even her friends. Drafting
and designing her own clothing line keeps her
extremely busy, but on those rare occasions she can
take time for herself, she enjoys hitting the club, or
having dinner with her friends.

Isaiah isn't the first man to admire her. But he may be
the most bold. And she knows his "type" well. Or does
she?

ISAIAH

The dimples, am I right? They are often the first thing
women notice, and the reason they get weak in the
knees. Isaiah is used to getting what he wants with just
a smile. And maybe a touch.

Having inherited the family business, Isaiah spends his
days dirty, sweaty and greased up at his car repair
shop, and his female clientele is through the roof.

Not hard to see why. Irresistible and quite the charmer,
Isaiah thought he had it in the bag when he spotted
Zuri and steamed up that VIP room with her.

He met his match that night.
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URBAN STREET
FASHION

MOBILE EDITION
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LOVE, LIGHT, AND
MOON POWER
W H E R E

Y O U R

J O U R N E Y

B E G I N S

A MOMENT WITH KANDIDLYKAYLA
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It can take a fledgling streamer years to find their

Full of side-splitting jokes and a deep-seated

sea-legs.

love for her devoted supporters, Kayla ensures
that everyone who steps into her stream feels

Carefully crafting both a thriving community and

welcomed into the “Kave.”

a unique streaming personality is no small feat,
but this is a task the incomparable KandidlyKayla

The Kave bonds together during and after

mastered within months of joining Twitch.

streams, often discussing the challenges of loss,
love, disease, trauma, and triumph.

This jaw-dropping phenomenon may seem a near
impossibility at first glance, but upon joining any

They were with her as she grew exponentially,

one of Kayla’s high-energy streams, any given

cheered her on through her Twitch Partner push,

viewer will witness the magical proof in the

and wept when she finally conquered cancer for

KandidKave pudding.

good.

Every moment spent with KandidlyKayla is filled

Sims Nation Magazine sat down with

with infectious, jubilant, genuine energy.

KandidlyKayla to learn more about her

Kayla speaks with an urgent and confident

experience as a Black Simmer and hard-working,

cadence that is no less than awe-inspiring.

record-breaking phenomenon.
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ALAERYN: Kayla, it is such an honor to speak with

ALAERYN: Our readers will want to know: How are

you! Thank you for agreeing to speak to Sims Nation!

you enjoying the most recent Sims 4 expansion,

This has been a colossal year for you; you’ve built an

Cottage Living?

incredible community and an impressive Sims
empire, become Twitch Partner, and started a

KAYLA: I have to be honest... I love that pack so much. I

successful YouTube channel, all while conquering

wasn't super thrilled when the trailer dropped because

cancer. How does it all feel right now?

I REALLY wanted horses, but since playing with the

What’s going through your mind?

pack, I genuinely love it. It's definitely in my top five
favorite packs.

KAYLA: Thank you so much for choosing me to be a

part of this amazing magazine and for those kind

ALAERYN: Let’s start with a few of the basics; where

words!! I'm so thrilled to do this!!

are you from? What’s your story?

Okay, let me remember not to go off on a tangent! I
honestly have been in a state of bliss since it all started

KAYLA: I was born and raised in Battle Creek,

coming together. Sometimes I find myself wondering if

Michigan. My mom [became] a single mother after my

people will stop coming because they no longer think

father passed away. There's a total of six Kandid Kids:

my jokes are funny lol. I made it my mission to not let

four boys and two girls.

cancer stop me from doing what I love.
It was very hard and I had to cancel streams plenty of

I started playing the Sims 2 when I was about eleven or

times, but I have a wonderful community that never

twelve. The first time was at my cousin's house, and I

pressured me and always ensured that they'd be there

remember running home to my mom [and] literally

no matter what. And as far as what's going through my

begging her to buy it for me (us, because if one got it

mind.... EVERYTHING hahaha!!

we definitely had to share.) She couldn't get it right

I never stop thinking about what I need to do next to

away but eventually I/we (lol) got the game, and The

continue to grow.

Sims has been my favorite thing to play since then!
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ALAERYN: You and I have spoken a few times about

ALAERYN: Many of your followers know that you quit

our mutual love for Sailor Moon. What is it about this

your job and became a Twitch streamer. What gave

anime in particular that keeps you, and so many

you the courage to step out on faith like that?

other fans, continually devoted decades after its

KAYLA: Honestly it wasn't easy. I went back and forth

initial release?

with myself so much because I didn't know what I'd do
KAYLA: I see a lot of myself in Usagi. She was kind of

financially. I have a strong relationship with God; I

thrown into her life's purpose and there are days she

don't do anything unless He gives me an "okay.” So I

really doesn't want to deal with it but she knows that

took a stress leave and one day I was cleaning out my

she has to. I have had so many days that I wanted to lay

bedroom closet, listening to a sermon, and I got my

in bed and let my depression/anxiety win, but since I

"okay" from God. When I went back to work, I turned in

started streaming I've found my life's purpose.

my notice and the rest is history. One of the best

Growing up I always felt alone (I know; weird

decisions I made for myself too.

considering how big my family is) and life hasn't always
been easy for me. So one day I decided I was going to
be love and light for anyone that I get the pleasure of
meeting. If I can make it just a little bit easier for at
least one person then that's what I'll do. It's my life's
mission. So I always find myself rewatching episodes of
Sailor Moon when I need to remember I have a greater
purpose here on Earth.
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ALAERYN: What led you to the gaming community,

ItsLadyKitFTW is someone I couldn't imagine not

and how do you navigate it, particularly as a woman

knowing; she's my Aries sister.

of color?

Ebonix changed the game for everyone when it comes
to how we play The Sims.

KAYLA: Before I became a streamer I would watch

She and xMiraMira both added a lot to the black

other simmers on YouTube. I fell in love with watching

experience [when it comes to] CC and Mods.

DeeSims. Then one day I got a notification that she was

MikeMojito is one of the best variety streamers out

going live on Twitch. I was like "I don't know what that

there! His content is so refreshing and genuine. I

is, and I'm not downloading anymore apps man." (BIG

literally ruin my sleep schedule watching his streams!

LOL).

There's so much Black talent out there; I always hope
we start to get the recognition we deserve.

Then about a month later, in October 2020, I was like,
"Fiiiine, let me see what this Twitch thing is just so I can
watch her." I fell in love with the idea of no longer
playing The Sims alone! I told my best friend Sam about
it and got my ducks in a row. It hasn't been easy; as
you've stated, I'm a black woman trying to navigate and
grow in an area that a lot of people feel we don't
"belong" in. I stay positive and I always say, “No one
can take from me what God has given me.” No one can
stop me from succeeding because I am the creator of
my own destiny. There have been plenty of times I've
screamed at being overlooked, but then I remember
my time is coming.

ALAERYN: Sims Nation’s August and September

issues will both highlight the Black experience
through our theme “Black to School.” Who are your
favorite Black content creators and why?

KAYLA: Am I allowed to say Beyonce? I really admire

her work ethic. Sometimes in tough situations I ask
myself "what would Beyonce do?" I also love Xureila.
She's so cool to me and I'm not just saying that
because she's my bestie! I love to watch
TinyCoffeeCups, Sarinacb (she streams with her eight
year old daughter and it's honestly the cutest thing
you'll ever see).RealMamaEagle has the best
personality out there hands down!
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ALAERYN: Many of our readers may not realize that

ALAERYN: In your opinion, how can the Sims

the Black school experience can be difficult. From

community and Sims developers make Black gamers

the policing of Black hair to the misunderstanding of

feel more comfortable? What are some unique parts

Black boys, some people of color struggle to find

of the “Black experience”

their place in school. By contrast, school can also be

do you wish were included in the Sims, if any?

a place where people of color find their “tribe” and
begin to flourish in their Blackness. What was your

KAYLA: I think that they're doing a better job now at

personal experience?

making the necessary changes. There's still a lot more
to do, but I do believe they are taking steps towards

KAYLA: I think the worst experience I had going back

making the game feel more inclusive.

to school was not having new clothes. There's so

I do wish we would get an update with more ethnic

much unnecessary pressure put on kids to look a

food dishes and hairstyles. I always feel bad for

certain way when they go to school, especially for a

console players and those that don't use CC/Mods.

new school year.
My hair was never an issue because my mom always
did our hair, and if she didn't, my sister would do it for
me. But we couldn't always afford new clothes, and I
got bullied really bad in high school for that. It was
terrible. I didn't really have friends; I played sports,
was part of a dance team, and went home to my
family; that's about it. My siblings were my friends. I
love them so much.
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ALAERYN: Let’s switch gears and discuss your

enormous success as a content creator. What
inspired you to become a Twitch streamer?

KAYLA: My best friend Sam. He has always been a huge

supporter of any crazy scheme I have. We would sit on
FaceTime and play The Sims together. When I told him
about Twitch he was like "YOU NEED TO DO THIS!!! No
one would believe how cursed your game is if you don't
do this!! How can I help?!" I was so scared that my
personality would be too much for the Twitch world but
thankfully I found my tribe! Love you so much, Kave!

ALAERYN: What has been your most joyous

streaming moment?

KAYLA: Goodness there [have] been so many. I would

have to say the day I told my community I was having
my last cancer treatment. We were all so overwhelmed
with emotions. I was sitting alone in my studio but I
could literally feel all of their love wrapped around me.
They have been there for me through everything and I
couldn't wait to tell them that.

ALAERYN: You became a Twitch partner just months

after beginning to stream! Walk us through that
process and how it felt when you got this fabulous
news!

KAYLA: Making Partner wasn't a goal of mine for a

while when I started streaming, but as my channel
grew I became determined. My community deserved it
more than I did. Without them I wouldn't be here. As for
when I got the news... well.... I didn't get the email
notification like everyone else did. [I didn’t get] the
Twitch team coming into my stream [either.].
I found out accidentally, hahahah.

[ CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE ]
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I was writing my affirmations in my journal and stopped

My mod team is phenomenal. They're all women and so

because I wanted to check if I was missing one of my

badass (can I say that?) Without them I wouldn't feel

favorite streamers’ streams or if she just hadn't been

confident to even hit the "Start Stream" button.

streaming. I went to check and she had some calming
music she recommended. I was sitting there writing in

Also The Kave as a whole. There [are] so many different

my journal telling God I don't want to be anxious about

personalities and we all mesh so well. We're like a

waiting for my email and asking Him to relieve me of

family. I tell them all of the time. I don't care where life

the anxiety. I looked up and noticed I had a lot of

takes me; I will always be so grateful to be blessed with

Twitch notifications. I clicked and it was like, "Please

knowing each and every one of them. They're all my

complete your Partner onboarding. Please complete

favorite humans. I never want to take them for granted.

your Partner onboarding. Congratulations you've
unlocked the Partner onboarding." I screamed and
called Kenzie (one of my mods and a really good
friend), and we cried together. We checked my junk
mail and there was my Partner onboarding from two
days ago! Very unconventional way of finding out but
also very much on brand for my life.

ALAERYN: Your resilience and positivity are well-

known throughout the Sims community. Can you talk
a little more about what keeps you afloat during
challenging times?
ALAERYN: You recently started a YouTube channel,

KAYLA: First of all, WOW! Reading that gave me chills. I

and you are well on your way to becoming a YouTube

lifted my arm up to show you but you're not here,

partner! What are your hopes and visions for this

ahaha. Thank you so much for saying that! I want to

channel? How can our readers help?

first say God. I know I talk about Him a lot, but without
Him, I know I'd still be working as a nurse, dreading

KAYLA: My goal is to be a YouTube Partner by

going to work everyday.

September! I know, I like to dream BIG ahaha. I just
never want to get overwhelmed if I'm being honest.

Without Him, I wouldn't have been blessed with an

Navigating all of these platforms can be a lot, and I

amazing team of doctors that got me through

really don't want to burn myself out. I see people like

treatment. Without Him I wouldn't have Sapphire and

LilSimsie, and I get so inspired because she posts daily

her fiance (Hi, brother!)I met Sapphire in December

as well as streams daily. I don't think I'll ever get to that

when she followed me and she's literally like a sister to

point but I do want to continue to be consistent. The

me. If I'm having a bad day she's like,

best way to help any YouTuber is to watch, comment,

"What do you need? How can I help? Are you hungry?"

like and Subscribe. I know that sounds vague, but

(Food is how we solve a lot of our problems.) She

that's really it. The view hours are the hardest part for

keeps me grounded, and I always tell her she's stuck

some YouTubers, myself included.

with me.
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ALAERYN: Is there anything else you want our

readers to know? Any advice for fledgling content
creators?

KAYLA: I want everyone to know that they matter. Life

has been difficult for a lot of people, and I just want to
take this opportunity to say "YOU MATTER!"
You are so special. Your dreams are so important. Your
feelings are so valid. YOU. ARE. INFINITE.

As for advice, be yourself. No matter what, be yourself.
People love genuine energy. Don't give up, and don't
compare your journey to someone else's. Don't be
afraid to meet new people. Also, turn your viewer count
off!!! Those numbers are scary. Don't do that to
yourself!

Know that I'm always sending you love, light, and
positive energy!

Twitter: https://twitter.com/kandidlykayla_
Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/kandidlykayla
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/kandidlykayla
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THE CHRONICLES OF A RICH MAN’S WIFE
FEATURING IZZYMOMGAMES

IzzyMomGames is the kind of storyteller who offers something for everyone.
While her stories often feature the romantic storylines that are deeply prevalent in
the Sims community, nearly a dime-a-dozen, Izzy infuses her work with tales of
betrayal, mystery, and murder, setting her story well apart from the crowd.
Refreshingly, Izzy’s films are filled with incredible casts of color. Izzy weaves stories
about Black people and for Black people, giving a fresh perspective on the Black
experience.

Her most well-known work is titled “Chronicles of a Rich Man’s Wife,” a film which
follows a woman named Aletha Sherewood and her wild experiences on the streets of
Windenburg.

Izzy outlines her film below in her own words.
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SYNOPSIS

Who says money can't buy you happiness? It might buy you a nice house, fancy clothes, and
beautiful cars, but it doesn't stop life's trials and tribulations;
problems just find a more glamorous zip code.

"The Chronicles of A Rich Man's Wife" is [my] Sims 4 series based upon a character named
Aletha Sherewood. Aletha is just like you and me; we try to leave our pasts behind us and
reflect towards a better future of love and happiness.

Aletha is abandoned by her mother at the age of ten and sent to live with her grandmother,
who cares for her until she becomes a young adult.
Aletha can't forget what happened to her as a child but has always wanted a better future.
She becomes a lawyer and a child advocate.

In episode one, we find Aletha (present) in Windenburg Asylum.
How did she get there? Well, we will find out how her life was changed and how it all started
during season one and two. Chronicles of a Rich Man’s Wife is a story that contains secret
obsessions, betrayal, revenge, and, of course, a love triangle.
I know all of this sounds crazy, but true romance and happiness is born out of all this drama,
all leading to the birth of a beautiful little girl by the name of Chloe.

Stay tuned!
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Despite this, video games have often failed to
properly represent Black people and our vibrant
culture. For years, creating a Black character in a
game even as robust as The Sims was a near
impossible feat. Poor skin tone selections and bare
bones textured hair choices often left Black gamers
feeling deeply marginalized even in virtual spaces.

Bold content creators like XxBlackSims crack the
code that is Black representation in The Sims.
Latasha has dedicated much of her creative time to
building beautiful braids, intricate locs, bountiful,
coiled beards, and glimmering fashions that are
unmistakably, unapologetically Black.
Originally carving a space for herself in the custom
content Tumblr community, Latasha answered the
call to create hairs and clothing items that reflect
Black culture within the Sims.

BLACK, BOLD, AND
Latasha’s work is nothing short of exquisite.

BEAUTIFUL

Specializing in Black hair, Latasha creates styles with

A MOMENT WITH XXBLACKSIMS

swept, laid baby hairs, wispy loose curls, dreaded

INTERVIEW BY ALAERYN EMLU'RATHIAN

updos, and shining waist-length waves.
She also creates meticulous accessories like bamboo

There is no doubt that the celebration of Black hair - in all

earrings and smooth, gleaming lipsticks.

its coiled and curly glory - is making quite the comeback.

This incredible work has launched her into legend -

Over the last several decades, people of color have

XxBlackSims is a staple of the Black Simming

embraced their braids and bantu knots, beginning to

experience everywhere.

eschew the harsh hair-straightening products of old, in a
defiant celebration of culture and dedication to hair

Sims Nation Magazine sat down with Latasha to

diversity.

discuss her current projects and passions in a

Beyond even this hair revolution, Black people have shaped

revealing, heartfelt interview.

mainstream culture with our bold, hip language,
groundbreaking music, and expressive fashion.
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ALAERYN: Latasha, thank you so much for sitting

LATASHA: When I am tired of playing the Sims, my

down with Sims Nation Magazine! You are a custom

next go-to-game is Grand Theft Auto. I love almost

content creating legend! How is life? How does it

all of the GTA games, old and new.

feel to be such a staple of the community?
ALAERYN: You started creating Sims custom

LATASHA: Hello, thank you so much Sims Nation

content on Tumblr in 2017 to address the dearth of

Magazine for having me. Life has its ups and downs

content options for Black Simmers. Can you talk a

but I am very blessed. It feels so good to be a part of

little bit a bout the content atmosphere at the time

such a wonderful community, and I am very happy

and why creating content for Black Simmers is so

that people enjoy my content.

important?

ALAERYN: I always love to start with the basics!

LATASHA: My first time ever playing the Sims 4 was

Where are you from? What’s your story?

in 2016. At that time, I had no idea about mods or
custom content. I used to get upset because when I

LATASHA: I am from Cleveland Ohio; I have had a

first got the Sims 4, I wanted to create Sims that

pretty great life, but at times as a young girl growing

[looked like] me, but I couldn't because the hairstyles

up in an urban community, life sometimes became

and skin tones didn't match mine.

difficult. I turned to Sims 4 to get away from everyday
life and create my own reality. I started playing

In 2017, I [discovered] CC and mods. I was so excited,

The Sims in 2001 at the age of nine. I have been in

but even that excitement was short-lived.

love with The Sims game ever since.

There was still a lack of Black content even when it
came to custom content.

ALAERYN: What was your first video game? What is

it about The Sims that keeps you coming back to it?

[ CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE ]

LATASHA: My first ever video game was The Sims

Double Deluxe. What keeps me coming back to the
Sims is that I am able to be creative and create my
own world. Playing the Sims is a great way to manifest
the way you want to live in real life.

ALAERYN: When you’re Simmed out, what games

do you play instead?
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ALAERYN: This month, Sims Nation Magazine is
highlighting the experience of people of color,
particularly in school settings. Readers may not
realize that schools can both help and hinder Black
and Brown people; often our hair is policed, our
history minimized, and our children
misunderstood. At the same time, people of color
can also find their “tribe” in school, flourishing
under the tutelage of thoughtful teachers. How was
your own school experience?

LATASHA: My school experience was okay.
I went to predominantly Black schools, so there was
not any discrimination when it came to our hair or the
color of our skin. I am very grateful I did not have to
experience such things in school.
To young black girls who may be going through that,
The only people I found at that time who created
Black content were Xmiramira, Ebonixsims, and Blvck
Life Simz. These are all amazing black content

I would like to tell you that your hair is beautiful and
your skin tone is beautiful. Stay strong.
Your blessings are right around the corner;

creators, but there still was a lack of content for Black

bad times don't last for long.

Simmers because there were so few of us at that time.

I started my Tumblr account in 2017 because most of
the cc-find pages on Tumblr offered Europeanbased content. I wanted to start a cc-finds Tumblr
page strictly for Black Sims to make that content
easier to find. I always wanted to make hair for the
Sims community, and I told myself in 2017 that if I ever
learned how to create hair for the Sims 4 that I would
represent Black people the right way. When I made
my first hair in 2018, I made sure I did just that.
I want us to be able to create ourselves in-game.
There are so many more Black content creators in
2021, and I love to see it.
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ALAERYN: The subject of Black hair is an important

LATASHA: I grew up seeing all kinds of hair textures.

one. From weaves and wigs, locs and Bantu knots,

I'm all about realism and what looks good and what

braids and blow-outs, the incredible variety of

doesn't. I want people to be able to put my hairs on

Black hair and the defiance that is embracing our

their Sims and for the hair to represent them as much

coils, kinks, and curls can be revolutionary.

as possible, so I try to make my hairs look as real as I

Why is understanding Black hair so essential to

can by using real curly hair textures from pictures

understanding the Black experience?

and photos I find on the internet. Sometimes it is
hard to create hair that looks real in-game, but I try

LATASHA: Understanding Black hair is essential to

my best.

understanding the Black experience because our hair
represents who we are as people: [our hair] is self

ALAERYN: What is your favorite work of yours to

expression. Our hair represents our culture.

date? Why?

ALAERYN: Let’s get back to the Sims. You create

LATASHA: My favorite works of mine to date are the

amazing, detailed coils and curls for Black Sims.

Dreaded Messy Man Bun, the Mariyah Puffs, and the

Describe your process to us. Where do you find

Curly Wild Hair because these hairs just give off so

inspiration? How do you know when a particular

much realness to me. I love natural hair styles.

project is “finished?”
ALAERYN: What is the most difficult part of

LATASHA: Thank you so much. I find a lot of my

creating textured hair?

inspiration from my surroundings. I grew up in a
predominantly Black area so most of the hairstyles I

LATASHA: The hard part about creating textured hair

create [are ones] I see on a daily basis. I know when a

is that the hair textures can look so flawless in

project is done because I get this really exciting

blender but really choppy in-game, especially when

feeling inside like I just can't wait to share this with

using the Simglass effect.

the community. Although I am not happy with all of
my projects, I love most of them.

ALAERYN: What is the most rewarding part of
creating textured hair?

ALAERYN: There are, of course, many different

textures to textured hair. How do you address the

LATASHA: The most rewarding part about making

many kinds of coiled hair when you sit down to

textured hair is when it comes out exactly how I

create custom content? That is, how do you

wanted it to be and looks beautiful in-game. And

manage to represent the entire spectrum of

also the feedback I get from my supporters! I love

texture, from 1a to 4c?

when they tell me how much they really enjoy my
content and how I help improve their game.
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ALAERYN: What advice do you have for others who

may want to begin creating custom content?

LATASHA: My advice to people who want to start

creating custom content is to stay true to yourself
and create what you love. Don't give up! Creating cc
is hard but once you're done making it and sharing
what you created with the Sims community, it will all
be worth it.

ALAERYN: What are your plans for the future?

Would you consider making custom content for
Sims 5? Is there anything else you’d like our
readers to know?

LATASHA: My plans are to definitely create content

for the Sims 5. I love creating CC and I want to
continue representing Black Sims the right way in
many more Sim games to come.

The last thing I would like to tell the readers is to be
true to who you are and love yourself no matter what.
Always do what you love in anything you do in life.
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ANGELS IN THE VALLEY
VOL 1. PT. 2
WRITTEN BY THE BLACK PLUMBOB

Santana paced while Scottie pondered. Neither
knew what had taken place or what happened to
Santana’s body. To think, Scottie assumed that the
last minute trip to Del Sol Valley would have
involved anything but death. Santana was a party
animal, but this was something out of a Mystery
book.
“Okay, so do you even remember calling me?”
Scottie asked once more. “Do you remember
begging me to come here?”
“Yeah, and then I remember I started to make a
grilled cheese.” Santana gestured a poof motion
with his hands toward his brother.
“All of a sudden I was all ghosty and pale!”
“Maybe Thorne would know.” Scottie pushed past
his brother’s attempts at comic relief. “Where’s
your phone?”
“I don’t know,” Santana squealed in a frantic voice,
“But I don’t know if that’s such a good idea.”
“What?” Scottie plopped a pile of papers back on
the desk. “Why the hell not?”
“We need to find my body,” Santana pleaded. “Then
we need to find a way to put me back in my body; no
one else has to know.”
Before Scottie could offer a snide remark or
reprimand Santana, a muffled ringtone could be
heard from the kitchen. Both brothers raced toward
the sound. Santana threw the cabinets open, while
Scottie almost ripped the door from the refrigerator
hinges.
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The sound went on until Scottie located the small
device between a four pack of Llamas Lite and a loaf
of bread that looked several weeks bad.
“How did this get in here?” Scottie asked his brother
before he answered the cellphone. “Hello?”
“Santana,” someone screamed on the other end,
“where the hell are you? You know I wouldn’t have
come to the lounge if you weren’t coming.”
“The lounge?”
“Are you going to act like you didn’t make plans
with me now?”
“Oh my, Watcher.” Santana’s face lit with
recognition. “The Lounge! I was supposed to meet
Johnny at the lounge.”
“Johnny,” Scottie mouthed as he covered the phone
with his hand, “who the hell is Johnny?”

“What is going on?”
“Well, we know it couldn’t have been Johnny,”
Santana pushed a smile across his face. “He

“My other boyfriend.”

wouldn’t have expected me to show it if he knew I

Scottie ended the call and turned toward his brother
as frustration, sadness, and agitation pulsed
throughout his being.

was a ghost.”
“We need to find someone who knows what the hell
happened,” Scottie growled.
Santana lurched towards the phone once it lit with
Johnny’s contact info again. He successfully pried
the phone from his brother’s fingers and then
promised he’d try harder to remember. Johnny had
called Santana’s burner phone, Santana explained.
Johnny was his boyfriend, but Johnny also was a
failed comedian who had a wife and quite a few
kids. Johnny was his boyfriend, but he wasn’t
Johnny’s.
“Let’s go find this Johnny.” Scottie walked toward
the door.“He will know more than either of us.”
“I can’t just walk around.” Santana looked from his
brother then back down at his own body.
“Call him and tell him to meet us here,” Scottie
demanded.
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“So, he’s never been here,” Santana admitted. “We

Scottie knew his brother was one to walk on the wild

do the whole motel to motel thing.”

side, but he never would have imagined Santana
would have gotten himself into a situation like this.

“Are you kidding me?” Scottie howled. “What kind of
life are you living out here?”

“And you’re sure nothing’s coming back to you?”
Scottie asked as he examined the new outfit Santana

“What do you mean?” Santana stepped back in pain.

had insisted he wear to his meet up with Johnny.
“How does anyone find these jeans hot?”

Scottie forgot Santana could be just as sensitive as
he was dramatic. The two would get into small

“Those were last season’s must-have jeans from

squabbles here and there, and Scottie would always

Betty Newbie’s farewell collection!”

end each fight consoling his younger brother. Each
time he found a way to talk Santana out of crying.

“Betty might not ever want to design jeans for men.”

Scottie had no idea if there was anything he could
say this time.

“Just turn around,” Santana insisted, “we gotta
make sure the cake is sitting nice; no one around

“What if I go and meet Johnny?”

here will believe you’re me if you’re walking around
with a pancake booty.”

“He doesn’t know I have a brother. Hell he barely
knows anything about me outside of how attractive

“You’re dead.” Scottie pushed his brother’s nit-

he finds me.”

picky hands off of him. “It doesn’t matter. We have
to stay focused, Santana. We find out what

“I’ll go as you, then,” Scottie looked his brother up

happened, who was involved, and then figure out a

and down. “We used to fool people with the whole

way to get you back to your body.”

pretend twin act.”
“You’re right,” Santana held back tears. “First
““So you want to go walking around downtown Del

things first, we find out what happened.”

Sol Valley pretending to be me,” Santana laughed,
“Not walking like that you won’t.”
“Well, then you go,” Scottie couldn’t hold back his
frustration.
“I can’t!”
“Then shut up and find a way to help.” Scottie
grabbed the phone back gently and pulled up
Johnny’s contact info, “Tell me everything I need to
know. We have to find someone who knows what
happened to you.”
Reluctantly Santana told him everything about
Johnny, about the crew they drank with down at Joey
Cactus, which motels they rendezvoused at during
their secret trysts.
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THE BLOOMFUL CHALLENGE BY DEE SIMS
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MOBILE AND FREEPLAY
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